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Wave amplitude modulation is a generic nonlinear mechanism, known to domi-
nate (finite amplitude) wave propagation in dispersive media. Its relevance to energy
localization, localized pulse formation and wave harmonic generation phenomena is
now long established in fields as diverse as Condensed Matter Physics, Nonlinear
Optics and Biophysics. In Plasma Physics, the occurrence of such phenomena has
been confirmed by experiments related to the nonlinear propagation of electrostatic
(e.g. ion-acoustic) as well as electromagnetic (e.g. whistler) waves. In the context
of Space Physics, localized modulated wave packets are encountered in abundance
in the Earth’s magnetosphere, for instance, where they are associated with localized
field and/or density variations observed during recent satellite missions. Further-
more, recent studies have supplied evidence for the relevance of such effects in dust-
contaminated (complex ) plasmas, where a strong presence of mesoscopic, massive,
charged dust grains strongly affects the plasma characteristics.

This presentation is dedicated to a brief review of the occurrence of amplitude
modulated structures in plasmas, followed by a theoretical analysis of the mecha-
nism of carrier wave (self-) interaction with respect to electrostatic plasma modes.
A generic collisionless fluid model is applied. Both cold– (zero-temperature) and
warm–fluid descriptions are discussed and compared. The weakly nonlinear oscilla-
tion regime is investigated by applying a multiple scale technique and a Nonlinear
Schrödinger Equation (NLSE) is obtained, describing the evolution of the slowly vary-
ing wave amplitude in time and space. The amplitude’s stability profile reveals the
possibility of modulational instability to occur under the influence of external per-
turbations. This NLSE admits exact localized envelope (solitary wave) solutions of
bright (pulses) or dark (holes, voids) type, whose characteristics depend on intrinsic
plasma parameters. The role of perturbation obliqueness, finite temperature and de-
fect (dust) concentration is explicitly considered. The relevance of this description,
as regards known e-i [1, 2] (and complex [3 - 5]) plasma modes, is briefly discussed.
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